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 IndieCollect’s Tantalizing Link to RIC OCASEK [1944 - 2019] of THE CARS

As Rob Tannenbaum writes in the New York Times: 

"Ric Ocasek was a versatile singer, songwriter, guitarist, keyboardist and
producer with a vast array of interests, from high art to lowbrow trash. Few rock
stars succeeded so well at sliding fringe ideas and sounds into the popular
mainstream.”

If you were a fan of Ric Ocasek and The Cars, you may be interested to know
that the IndieCollect team identified the negative for his short film, CHAPTER X,
when we inventoried the contents of the DuArt laboratory vault. Thanks to Mike
Pogorzelski and Ed Carter, we placed the 16mm A&B-Roll negative, along with
the Optical Soundtrack, at the Academy Film Archive, and the elements were
subsequently transferred to the Rock and Roll Hall of Fame. He and the
surviving members of the band were inducted in 2018.

We mourn the fact we never connected with Ric to tell him we had found the
elements for CHAPTER X, which he scored and was directed by Luis Aira, and
that we have yet to see this film. Some sources state it has a runtime of 60
minutes; the elements we found have a runtime of approximately 30 minutes.

Perhaps some of you can follow this path of clues to learn more about a film
that has been described as “elusive,” and which apparently won the award for
"Best Experimental Film" at Filmex in Los Angeles. 

Read more here and here!

If you have more information about the film, please contact us. Meanwhile we
urge you to read the complete New York Times obit for Ric Ocasek, an amazing
artist.

Sandra Schulberg and the IndieCollect Team
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